
Uonuma Shuzo is located in the mountainous outskirts 
of Tokamachi City, Niigata, and uses sake rice grown 
locally and water from underground streams flowing 
from the Shinano River, to brew rich, flavorful sake 
that stands out among Niigata's many dry sake 
offerings. Tenjinbayashi is a sake born out of both 
nature and humanity: the heavy snows of the Uonuma
area, combined with the efforts of the people who live 
there. The brewery is dedicated to producing sake that 
makes people say, "Wow, this sake is great!"

天神囃子 魚沼酒造

Made from Koshitanrei sake 
rice grown in Niigata, which 
is polished down to just 
50% of its original mass, 
then slowly fermented at 
low temperatures through 
the cold, snowy winters of 
Tokamachi City, for a truly 
superb junmai ginjo sake.
The result is neither sweet 
nor dry, for something 
everyone can enjoy. Savor 
the delicate yet assertive 
flavor of this sake.

More Infomation
Specific designation：

Junmai-ginjo-shu
Raw ingredients：

Koshitanrei
（grown in Niigata）

Polish rice ratio：50%
Sake meter value： ±0

Tenjinbayashi

Grilled Salmon Marinated 
in Soy Sauce and Dashi Sauce

Mail tenjinkk@lime.ocn.ne.jp

純米吟醸 天神囃子
Junmai Ginjo Tenjinbayashi

Featured Sake Food Pairing
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Uonuma Shuzo Co., Ltd.

Grilled salmon is marinated 
overnight in a soy sauce-
based sauce to make this 
local Niigata favorite. The 
rich, complex flavor of this 
marinated salmon goes 
perfectly with the clean, 
pleasant flavor of 
Tenjinbayashi sake.

Best served chilled or 
at room temperature.
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Sake lees from Tenjinbayashi sake, available 
each year from the end of December until they 
sell out. Great for making amasake, or use as a 
delicious ingredient in dishes like miso soup. Mix 
some sake lees in with stews to add a rich 
depth that warms the body.

Sake lees

・ Uonuma Shuzo Co., Ltd. 1276, Nakajohei, Tokamachi-shi, Niigata
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The name "Tenjinbayashi" comes from a traditional 
song of celebration from the Tsumari area of 
Niigata, which is said to have originally been meant 
as a prayer for an abundant rice harvest. In 
addition to celebrations, the song is also sung 
when the brewery is opened, as well as during 
various steps of farming work, such as tilling fields, 
planting rice, and flooding the fields. Tenjinbayashi
sake is beloved as a celebratory drink, as well.

Song of celebration
“Tenjinbayashi”
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※This dish is even sold packaged for visitors to buy 
as a souvenir: this shelf-stable item can be enjoyed 
whenever you'd like.
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